Members’ Hui and AGM
Tuesday 30 October 2018
CQ Hotel
223 Cuba Street, Wellington
About the Hui
We will start the day with the CNA AGM, which will be followed by the CNA Hui - an
informative and fun programme of discussion and presentations.
The Hui is a great opportunity to learn more about key issues affecting the community sector
and to connect with others. A key focus for the day is enabling members to learn about each
other, make connections and explore opportunities for collaboration.
MC
Benita Jean Tauhuri
I am a proud descendant of Ngai Tuhoe, Ngāti Kahungunu, Brien Boru
(last reigning King of Ireland) and also celebrate my English heritage. I
bring a special ability to work in the grey space, between the complex
world and protocols of the Māori world, and mainstream New Zealand.
As your MC I will guide you through a day of making connections, links
and alignment of all that you will see, hear and feel. What an honour it
is for me to share space, time and energy with each and every one of
you.
Guest Speakers
Len Cook
Len Cook was Chair of the Board of Superu until it was disestablished by
Government on June 30. Previously he was a NZ Government Statistician
and UK National Statistician. Len was also a member of the Royal
Commission on Social Policy in 1987-88.
Michael Macaulay
Michael Macaulay is Associate Dean (Professional Programmes) at the
Victoria Business School, Victoria University of Wellington. He was
previously Professor of Public Management at Teesside University (UK),
and is the former Director for the Institute for Governance and Policy
Studies at the School of Government, Victoria University of Wellington.

Programme
9.00am

Registration opens

9.30 am

Welcome/Mihi

9.40 am

Community Networks Aotearoa AGM

10.40 am

Networking and morning tea

11.00am

Welcome to the 2018 CNA Hui
Benita Jean Tauhuri

11.05 am

From the statute book to practical delivery: Why policy often falls short of
its promise
Len Cook
Len will discuss how the community sector can hold government to account.
He will talk about wider factors impacting on the policy environment,
including how both the need for evidence and uncertainty shapes policy. Len
will draw on recent examples of reform and his experiences working for the
organisation Superu (more information on Superu can be found here http://www.superu.govt.nz/).

12.05 pm

Networking and lunch

1.05 pm

So you want to be a collaborator?
Michael Macaulay
Michael will draw on real-life examples to highlight the pros and cons of
collaboration, how you can create and sustain collaborative relationships
and the pitfalls and obstacles to watch out for. Michael will also suggest
tangible steps to both identifying when a collaboration approach is suitable,
and what can be done to make it a reality.

2.05 pm

Market place
This session is an open space marketplace where you, as participants, will
have the opportunity to set the agenda/topics for a couple of 20 minute
sessions, and to participate in those conversations that are of most interest
to you. Bring along any questions or issues you would like to discuss or
anything you would like to share with others. The agenda will be set on the
day and we will harvest key learnings to share at the end of the marketplace.

3.20 pm

Wrap up

3.35 pm

End
Please join us for a tea and coffee.

